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a b s t r a c t

We present ab initio calculations on the CH4–CH4 and CH4–CO2 dimer potential energy surfaces. We
show that the fit to these surfaces is improved over the Lennard–Jones potential by changing the form
of the repulsive wall. Ab initio calculations are also performed on trimers to evaluate the strength of
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nonadditive interactions. The experimental CH4 phase properties are reproduced in simulations that
include correction for nonadditive dispersion. The phase-coexistence curve of mixtures of CH4 and CO2

is also improved by including this nonadditive dispersion term.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ibbs ensemble
apor–liquid equilibrium

. Introduction

A detailed understanding of the properties of mixtures of
lkanes and CO2 has a number of uses. The development of envi-
onmentally safe refrigerants is a great technical challenge and
ixtures of CO2 with hydrocarbons or hydrofluorocarbons are one

ossible solution. Supercritical CO2 is also used in the extraction
f oil. The simplest alkane is methane, and the mixture of CH4 and
O2 is a well-studied system, with its phase-coexistence behaviour
easured over a range of temperatures and pressures [1,2]. With

ood experimental data available, and potential uses as an analogue
or larger alkanes, the mixture of CH4 and CO2 is an excellent target
or molecular simulations.

Intermolecular potentials are often fitted to reproduce the
xperimental properties of a system. Many potentials of this type
re available for CO2[3,4] and CH4[5]. These potentials have also
een used to model the vapor–liquid equilibria of mixtures of CO2
nd CH4[4,6]. These empirical fits often perform well, but may be in
rror for properties or conditions they were not fitted to and cannot
e applied to systems where no experimental data are available.

Potentials derived entirely from first-principles calculations can
e used under any conditions. However, these potentials only per-
orm well when the first-principles calculations explicitly include

verything that could affect the simulated properties. Pair poten-
ials fitted to ab initio calculations are available for CO2[7–9] and
H4[10]. Accurate pair potentials often perform poorly in modelling
hase properties because of the lack of multi-body interactions
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[11]. We have previously shown that an accurate pair potential
and a correction for three-body dispersion reproduces the phase-
coexistence line of CO2[9].

We present ab initio calculations on the CH4 dimer. The CH4
molecule is nonpolar. Therefore, the interactions in the CH4 dimer
are dominated by dispersion forces, which can only be calculated
with ab initio methods that have a good treatment of electron corre-
lation. We show that the form of the repulsive wall has a substantial
effect on the fit to the potential energy surface and on simulations
using the resulting potentials. We also simulate mixtures of CH4
and CO2. In previous works, the parameters for CH4/CO2 interac-
tions are obtained from mixing rules. Here, we construct a complete
potential energy surface for the CH4–CO2 dimer and fit a potential
to it. We also present ab initio calculations on trimers of CO2 and
CH4 and use these to model the effect of nonadditive interactions
in simulations.

2. Additive potentials

Potential energy surfaces are generated for the dimer of CH4
and the dimer comprising one molecule of CH4 and one of CO2. The
interaction energies of the dimers are evaluated using second order
Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) in Molpro [12]. Coun-
terpoise correction is used to correct the basis set superposition
error. The geometries of the dimers are chosen with C–C or C–O
distances between 5.0a0 and 13.0a0 in steps of 0.5a0. The inter-

molecular angles are varied in steps of �/6 rad. Any geometries
with H–H interactions closer than 2.5a0 are excluded. This gives
9216 structures for CH4–CH4 and 12,791 for CH4–CO2. In all of these
calculations, the geometries of the molecules are held rigid. Simula-
tions of CO2 with the EPM potential give similar phase-coexistence

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03783812
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/fluid
mailto:Richard.Wheatley@nottingham.ac.uk
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fluid.2009.11.011
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Table 1
The atomic charges and dipole moments of CH4 (upper rows) and CO2 (lower
rows) calculated using iterated stockholder atoms with the MP2 method. In both
molecules, the dipoles point outwards from the central C atoms.

Basis set aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVQZ

qC −0.393 −0.427 −0.434
qH 0.098 0.107 0.108
�H 0.032 0.032 0.032
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qC 0.873 0.860 0.857
qO −0.436 −0.430 −0.428
�O 0.121 0.135 0.135

roperties with rigid and flexible models [3]. Ab initio potentials
sing different C–O bond lengths to model vibrational averag-

ng give phase-coexistence properties that are the same within
he uncertainties of the simulations [9]. We assume that every

olecule is in a single vibrational state and that mixing with higher
nergy states is small. Therefore, the influence of nuclear quantum
ffects on thermodynamics is ignored.

The energies of these structures are calculated with Dunning’s
ug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets [13]. Calculations on
10,000 structures of each dimer with larger basis sets are imprac-

ical. A subset of 1000 structures of each dimer is selected for
P2/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations. The structures are selected at ran-

om and accepted with a probability proportional to 1/(E + E′)2,
here E is the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ dimer interaction energy and E′

s 5 mEh. This favours low energy structures, but also gives some
overage of the repulsive wall. Extrapolation to the complete basis
et limit is performed for these 1000 geometries by an exponential
t to the double-, triple- and quadruple-zeta energies.

Potentials are fitted to these calculated energy surfaces. We
lso consider new forms of potential to fit to our 2414 point CO2
imer potential energy surface [9]. The potential for the interaction
etween two molecules, A and B, includes three terms: one to model
lectrostatic interactions, one for attractive induction/dispersion
nd one to model the repulsive wall

AB = Uelec + Uattr + Urep (1)

n our previous work, the electrostatic component of the potential
omprised coulombic interactions between atomic point charges,
ith these charges fitted at the same time as the attractive and

epulsive parts of the potential. Here, we take a different approach

nd take atomic charges and dipoles from iterated stockholder
tom (ISA) calculations [14] on single CO2 and CH4 molecules.
he charges and dipole moments are generated with the MP2
ethod using aug-cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ basis

ets (Table 1). The oxygen atoms on CO2 are anisotropic and have

able 2
arameters in the CO2 pair potentials. All quantities are in atomic units.

Potential CBS-i CBS-a

qC 0.559 0.534
qO −0.279 −0.267
�O

C6
CC 57.6 157

C6
CO −36.8 −95.2

C6
OO −31.8 1.14

C12
CC 3.51×105 1.65×105

C12
CO 5.16×105 4.98×105

C12
OO 1.05×106 1.19×106

C12
CO(011;00)

−8.70×105

C12
OO(011;00)

7.75×105

C12
OO(101;00)

7.75×105

C12
OO(110;00)

−4.13×104

C12
OO(112;00)

−2.31×105

�Boltz/�Eh 109 58
uilibria 290 (2010) 48–54 49

a substantial dipole moment. The electrostatic part of the poten-
tial includes charge–charge interactions for all pairs of atoms, with
charge–dipole and dipole–dipole interactions where appropriate

Uelec =
∑
a ∈ A

∑
b ∈ B

[
qaqb

rab
+ qa�b · Rab

r3
ab

− 3�a · Rab�b · Rab

r5
ab

+ �a · �b

r3
ab

]
(2)

where rab is the distance between atoms a and b, q are the atomic
charges and � are the atomic dipole moments.

The attractive dispersion term is proportional to r−6:

Uattr =
∑
a ∈ A

∑
b ∈ B

[
C6

ab

r6
ab

]
(3)

The repulsive part of the potential is more difficult to represent
in a simple form. The Lennard–Jones potential, with the repulsion
proportional to r−12, is the most widely used because of its com-
putational efficiency, but other potentials with exponential terms
or several r−n terms are more accurate. For example, Klein and
Hanley’s m-6-8 potential [15,16] performs well for several ther-
modynamic properties over a wide range of temperatures. Here,
we find that the Lennard–Jones potential makes the repulsive wall
too steep for H–H or heavy atom–H interactions. Replacing the
r−12 with r−8 for these interactions significantly improves the fit
to the potential energy surfaces. We have previously shown that
the repulsive interactions in the CO2 dimer are anisotropic and that
this anisotropy is well represented by spherical tensors [9]:

Urep =
∑
a ∈ A

∑
b ∈ B

[
C8

ab

r8
ab

+ C12
ab

r12
ab

+
C12

ab(011;00)b · R̂

r12
ab

√
3

+
C12

ab(101;00)a · R̂

r12
ab

√
3

+
C12

ab(110;00)a · b

r12
ab

√
3

+
C12

ab(112;00)(a · b − 3 × a · R̂ × b · R̂)

r12
ab

√
30

]
(4)

Only one of the two isotropic terms is used for each pair of atoms,
with r−8 used for any pairs involving a hydrogen atom and r−12 used
for all other pairs. The first anisotropic term is used for any atom
interacting with an oxygen atom in CO2 and all four anisotropic
terms are used for oxygen–oxygen interactions.

The parameters for the electrostatic component of the poten-
tial are obtained from single molecule ab initio calculations [14]

and the C , C and C parameters for the dispersion and repulsion
components are obtained by fitting to the MP2 potential energy
surfaces. Potentials are fitted to the double- and triple-zeta poten-
tial energy surfaces by minimisation of the root mean square error,
with a Boltzmann weighting scheme to improve the fit of the lowest

ISA-i ISA-id ISA-ad

0.857 0.857 0.857
−0.428 −0.428 −0.428

0.135 0.135
−340.0 −19.5 25.5

124.7 −6.00 −40.8
−96.6 −44.0 −21.0

3.26×106 7.39×105 6.32×105

−4.73×105 4.11×105 3.71×105

1.38×106 1.08×106 1.23×106

−3.61×105

6.68×105

6.68×105

2.09×104

−1.28×105

179 92 52
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Table 3
Parameters in the CH4 pair potentials calculated at the complete basis set limit. The
Boltzmann-weighted RMS error, �Boltz, is calculated for 9216 point potential energy
surface calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level. All quantities are in atomic units.

Potential ISA-i ISA-i8 ISA-id8

qC −0.434 −0.434 −0.434
qH 0.108 0.108 0.180
�H 0.032
C6

CC −305 143 115
C6

CH 0.410 −65.4 −68.4
C8

HH 5.21 5.30 7.80
C8

CH 1.21×103 1.27×103

C8
HH 7.59×10−3 −29.6

C12
CC 1.32×107 2.06×106 1.80×106

T
P
e

0 M.T. Oakley et al. / Fluid Ph

nergy structures. A temperature of 1000 K is used for the Boltz-
ann weighting to provide good sampling of the repulsive wall.

he parameters are generated by a linear least-squares fit and each
et of parameters represents a unique best solution. However, the
tting surfaces are fairly flat, so many different sets of parameters
an produce fits that are almost as good. The use of iterated stock-
older atoms to generate the electrostatic parameters reduces the
umber of parameters that need to be fitted, which partially solves
his problem.

Only 1000 points are available at the quadruple-zeta and com-
lete basis set levels, which does not provide sufficient coverage of
he potential energy surface for parameter fitting. However, the dif-
erence between the quadruple-zeta and triple-zeta energies varies

ore smoothly than the total energy and this is fitted as a differ-
nce potential. The parameters from this difference potential are
hen added to the triple-zeta parameters to obtain an effective
uadruple-zeta potential. The same procedure is used to generate
complete basis potential.

The previously described parameters for CO2 were fitted with
Boltzmann weighting at a temperature of 298 K. Here, we re-fit

hese parameters at 1000 K for consistency with the potentials for
H4 and CH4/CO2 (Table 2). This leads to a small change in the fitted
arameters, but the simulated physical properties remain within
he standard errors of the previous simulations. We also consider
hree new potentials: ISA-i takes the same form as the CBS-i poten-
ial with the atomic charges taken from ISA calculations, ISA-id adds
ipoles to the oxygen atoms and ISA-ad includes anisotropic r−12

erms in the repulsive wall. The ISA-i potential fits the MP2 surface
oorly and produces unreasonable fitted parameters (such as the

arge negative C12
CO). This is because the ISA charges, when taken

lone, give a molecular quadrupole moment that is too large by a
actor of about two. The inclusion of atomic dipoles in the ISA-id
nd ISA-ad potentials gives fitting errors that are slightly smaller
han the CBS-i and CBS-a potentials.

The change from r−12 to r−8 for the repulsive interactions with
ydrogen atoms significantly improves the fitting error in the CH4
air potential (Table 3). The use of atomic dipoles in CH4 makes lit-
le difference to the parameter fit. This is because the CH4 molecule

oes not have a dipole or quadrupole moment and the electrostatic
erm is much less important than it is in CO2. The hydrogen atoms in
H4 are relatively isotropic and the inclusion of anisotropic repul-
ive wall terms does not improve the fit. The addition of r−8 terms
nd atomic dipole moments improves the fit to the CH4–CO2 dimer

able 4
arameters in the CH4–CO2 pair potentials calculated at the complete basis set limit. Th
nergy surface calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level. The carbon atom in CO2 is labell

Potential ISA-i ISA-i8

qC −0.434 −0.434
qH 0.108 0.108
qC′ 0.559 0.534
qO −0.279 −0.267
�H

�O

C6
CC′ −112.0 −87.1

C6
CO −131.7 −63.0

C6
HC′ 11.1 1.07

C6
HO 12.0 −4.99

C8
HC′ 218

C8
HO 250

C12
CC′ 2.09×106 1.53×106

C12
CO 2.98×106 2.19×106

C12
HC′ 1.15×104

C12
HO 7.11×103

C12
CO(011;00)

C12
HO(011;00)

�Boltz/�Eh 194 161
C12
CH 5.58×104

C12
HH −5.88×10−2

�Boltz/�Eh 214 128 131

potential energy surface (Table 4). Taking account of the anisotropy
of CO2 in the CO and HO interactions also improves the fit.

3. Nonadditive potentials

To model the nonadditivity in the CH4/CO2 system, we need
the nonadditive energies of four types of trimer: CH4–CH4–CH4,
CH4–CH4–CO2, CH4–CO2–CO2 and CO2–CO2–CO2. For each type of
trimer, 250 geometries are selected at random from Monte Carlo
simulations. The trimers are chosen by selecting a molecule from
a random timestep in a simulation, then selecting another with
any atom within 4 Å of an atom in the first and finally selecting
another molecule with an atom within 4 Å of either of the other two
molecules. This selection procedure provides a range of geometries
from equilateral triangular to linear. In mixed trimers, it returns lin-
ear geometries with ABB and BAB arrangements. Trimers of CH4 are
chosen from a simulation of the liquid phase at 100 K. Mixed trimers
are chosen from a simulation of 50:50 mixture of CO2 and CH4 at
219 K. The previously described parameters for the CO2 trimer are
used without modification [9].

The nonadditive energy of a system is divided into three

components: dispersion, induction and exchange-repulsion. These
components are obtained from ab initio calculations on trimers. The
nonadditive dispersion energy of each trimer is calculated using
symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) at the RPA/aug-cc-
pVTZ level, as described in our work on CO2[9]. The sum of the

e Boltzmann-weighted RMS error, �Boltz, is calculated for a 12,791 point potential
ed as C′ . All quantities are in atomic units.

ISA-id8 ISA-ad8

−0.434 −0.434
0.108 0.108
0.857 0.857

−0.428 −0.428
0.032 0.032
0.135 0.135

17.6 −7.2
−103.7 −82.5
−20.2 −17.0

2.94 −1.44
412 339
186 268

9.90×105 8.48×105

2.34×106 2.37×106

−8.41×105

1.79×104

157 136
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Table 5
Axilrod–Teller coefficients for CO2, CH4 and their mixed trimers. The carbon atom in CO2 is labelled as C′ .

CH4–CH4–CH4 CH4–CH4–CO2 CH4–CO2–CO2 CO2–CO2–CO2

�CCC = 0.0 �CCC′ = 0.0 �CC′C′ = 0.0 �C′C′C′ = 0.4
�CCH = 0.0 �CCO = 0.0 �CC′O = 0.0 �C′C′O = 3.2
�CHH = 0.0 �CHC′ = 0.0 �COO = 0.0 �C′OO = 25.9
�HHH = 20.4 �CHO = 0.0 �HC′C′ = 1.5 �OOO = 209.0

′ = 5.
= 44
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4. Molecular simulations

All terms in the energy are calculated up to a cut-off distance of
12 Å. If this cut-off is applied to interatomic distances, the electro-
static energies of molecules that are partially outside the cut-off will
�HHC

�HHO

RMS error/�Eh 1.5 2.2

onadditive induction and nonadditive exchange-repulsion ener-
ies is obtained from nonadditive MP2 calculations. These are
alculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level, with counterpoise correc-
ion to remove the basis set superposition error. We have shown
hat, in CO2, the sum of the nonadditive MP2 and SAPT energies is
lose to the nonadditive CCSD(T) energy.

.1. Nonadditive dispersion

The nonadditive dispersion energies of the pure CH4 timers are
tted to the Axilrod–Teller triple dipole dispersion energy [17]

3,disp = 1
6

∑
a,b,c

�abc(1 + 3 cos �a cos �b cos �c)r−3
ab

r−3
ac r−3

bc
(5)

here rab is the distance between atoms a and b and �a is the angle
t a made by atoms b, a and c (where a, b and c are all in different
olecules). The Axilrod–Teller coefficients, �, of CH4 are fitted to

he calculated nonadditive dispersion energies by minimisation of
he unweighted root mean square error. The nonadditive dispersion
nergies of the CH4 trimer fall between -5 �Eh and 70 �Eh. This is a
imilar range to the nonadditive dispersion energies seen in CO2[9].
he nonadditive dispersion of CH4 is fitted to the Axilrod–Teller
quation (5) with an RMS error of 1.6 �Eh (Table 5). The calculated
otal Axilrod–Teller coefficient of CH4 is 1303 a.u., which is in good
greement with the experimental value of 1630 a.u. [18].

Faster calculation of the nonadditive dispersion energies in a
imulation could be achieved with a united atom representation
f CH4. If Axilrod–Teller coefficients are fitted only to the carbon
toms, the nonadditive dispersion energies are reproduced with an
MS error of 3.0 �Eh. This gives �CCC = 2447, which is significantly

urther from the experimental value.
The Axilrod–Teller coefficients of the mixed trimers are not

tted to the SAPT energies of the mixed trimers, but are gener-
ted in geometric progressions from these CH4 parameters and our
reviously generated CO2 parameters [9]. These parameters repro-
uce the nonadditive dispersion energies of CH4–CH4–CO2 and
H4–CO2–CO2 with RMS errors of 2.2 and 4.9 �Eh respectively. This
ransferability of Axilrod–Teller coefficients will be useful when
eveloping new potentials for other molecules.

.2. Nonadditive induction

The nonadditive induction energies are represented by

3,ind = 1
2

∑
a,b,c

− qaqc˛br−2
ab

r−2
bc

cos �b (6)

ith the atomic charges, q, on CH4 taken from iterated stockholder
toms [14] and the atomic charges on CO2 fitted to reproduce the

uadrupole moment [9]. The atomic polarisabilities, ˛, are calcu-

ated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level [19]. The atomic polarisabilities
n CO2 are 7.706 a.u. for carbon and 8.039 a.u. for oxygen. A united
tom representation is used for CH4, with the molecular polaris-
blility at 15.968 a.u..
5 �HC′O = 11.9
.3 �HOO = 96.2

4.9 3.6

In CH4–CO2–CO2, the nonadditive MP2 energy varies from
−90 �Eh to 45 �Eh. The nonadditive induction energy calcu-
lated with (6) reproduces this with an RMS error of 9.4 �Eh. In
CH4–CH4–CH4 and CH4–CH4–CO2, the nonadditive induction ener-
gies calculated with (6) are small (< 1 �Eh) because the nonpolar
CH4 molecules only cause very small induced dipoles. In both of
these cases, the nonadditive MP2 energy is almost entirely due to
exchange-repulsion.

3.3. Nonadditive exchange-repulsion

Any nonadditive energy not fitted by Eqs. (5) and (6) is taken to
be exchange-repulsion. In the CO2 trimer, the exchange-repulsion
is difficult to interpret in terms of interatomic interactions because
the nonadditive exchange-repulsion energy includes the fitting
errors in the induction and dispersion. In the CH4 trimer, the non-
additive MP2 energy is mostly exchange-repulsion. Analysis of the
C–C–C angles (Fig. 1) and distances (Fig. 2) reveals a set of 12 struc-
tures with substantial negative exchange-repulsion energies. All of
these trimers have the three molecules in an equilateral triangle
with the centres of the molecules within 8a0 of each other.

We fit the nonadditive exchange-repulsion energies with

U3,exch =
∑
a,b,c

Aabcr−6
ab

r−6
bc

r−6
ac + Babcr−6

ab
r−6
bc

cos �b (7)

A two parameter fit, with AHHH = −3.6 × 106 a.u. and BHHH = −13 ×
103 a.u. performs well, with an RMS error of 1.9 �Eh. Including
parameters for the CC and CH interactions only improves the RMS
error to 1.7 �Eh.
Fig. 1. Angle dependence of the nonadditive MP2 energy in the CH4 trimer.
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Table 6

T
T
f

ig. 2. Distance dependence of the nonadditive MP2 energy in the CH4 trimer.

e incorrect. Therefore, the cut-off is applied to whole molecules,
ith the distance measured from the central carbon atom in each
olecule. A long-range correction with the form

long−range = 4
3

��Br−3
cut (8)

s applied to account for the truncation of the r−6 term.
The phase-coexistence properties are simulated using NVT

ibbs ensemble Monte Carlo [20]. In this ensemble, the liquid and
as phases are simulated simultaneously using periodic boundary
onditions. The Monte Carlo moves include translations and rota-
ions of a single molecule within a phase. Additionally, a molecule
an move from one phase to the other or the volumes of the two
hases can change to equalise the pressure and chemical poten-
ial of the two phases. Any increase in the volume of one phase is
ccompanied by an equal decrease in the volume of the other phase
o maintain the constant volume condition.

Simulations are performed on 400 molecules, with the volume
hosen to give approximately 200 molecules in each phase. Each
imulation comprises 100,000 passes, with the first 10,000 used
or equilibration. At each step, the molecule and type of move is
hosen at random. Each Monte Carlo pass includes, on average, one
ttempted translation or rotation per molecule, 100 swap moves
nd one volume move.

The critical temperatures of the single-component systems are
etermined from a fit to the scaling law,

�l − �g) = A(Tc − T)ˇ (9)

here ˇ is the critical exponent and A is a proportionality constant.

he critical densities are obtained from fits to the law of rectilinear
iameters,

1
2

(�l + �g) = �c + A(T − Tc) (10)

able 7
he phase properties of CO2 calculated with two effective nonadditive potentials. Values
rom NIST WebBook [22].

Experiment EPM

�H228
vap /kJ mol−1 14.49 15.07

�H288
vap /kJ mol−1 7.81 9.50

�228
l

/kg m−3 1134.9 1106 (2)
�288

l
/kg m−3 824.4 850.6 (

�228
g /kg m−3 21.8 19.3 (

�288
g /kg m−3 160.7 123.2 (

P228/bar 8.2 7.6 (
P288/bar 50.2 45.0 (
Tc/K 304 313
�c/kg m−3 466.4 453.7
Calibration of the density-dependent nonadditive term in mixtures of CH4 and CO2.

CH4 mole fraction 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
k 9.70 8.74 7.90 6.91 6.24

In CO2, the nonadditive dispersion energy adds a significant repul-
sive interaction when the energy of a whole box is calculated.
However, the contributions from nonadditive induction and non-
additive exchange-repulsion are small. The explicit calculation of
nonadditive dispersion energies is extremely expensive. We have
shown the nonadditive dispersion energy of CO2 is correlated with
its density, and that a density-dependent potential significantly
improves the simulated phase properties. We fit a similar density-
dependent potential for CH4:

Unonadd = k�2.5 (11)

where Unonadd is the nonadditive energy per molecule and � is
the number density of the phase and k is a fitted constant. The
density-dependent term in mixtures of CH4 and CO2 takes the
same form, with k scaled according to the mole fraction of the
components. The validity of this approximation is checked with
single-phase NVT Monte Carlo simulations. These simulations are
performed on mixtures with 25%, 50% and 75% CH4, at temperatures
of 180 K and 230 K, and at pressures from 20 to 80 bar. Density-
dependent potentials are fitted to each set of calculations and the
fitted parameter varies smoothly with the mole fraction in the sim-
ulation (Table 6).

In our previous work [9], we showed that ab initio potentials
with the same form as the EPM potential lead to over-binding in
the liquid phase of CO2. The inclusion of anisotropic interactions
in the CBS-a potential and nonadditive dispersion gives phase-
coexistence properties that are in good agreement with those from
the empirical EPM2 potential [3] and the experimental results.
Gibbs ensemble simulations with the new ISA-id and ISA-ad CO2
potentials lead to properties that are, within the uncertainties of the
simulation, the same as those produced with the CBS-a potential
(Table 7).

The potentials described here are more complicated than the
EPM2 potential. The addition of the density-dependent nonadditive
term (11) leads to a negligible increase in the required compu-
tational resources. The anisotropic terms in the CBS-a and ISA-id
increase the length of the simulations by a factor of about 2. Includ-
ing both sets of anisotropic parameters in the ISA-ad potential
leads to a 3-fold increase in the required time, but gives no fur-
ther improvement in the calculated phase-coexistence properties.
The CBS-a and ISA-id potentials represent the best compromise

between accuracy and computational expense.

As the size of the basis set increases, the strength of the CH4
binding increases (Table 8), leading to larger enthalpies of vapor-
isation, higher liquid densities, lower gas densities and lower
pressures. However, even at the complete basis set limit, a charge

in parentheses are the uncertainties at the 95% confidence level. Experimental data

CBS-a ISA-ad

(0.03) 15.23 (0.03) 15.32 (0.09)
(0.06) 9.12 (0.06) 9.77 (0.21)

1150 (2) 1143 (5)
4) 810.1 (18.6) 804.4 (26.4)
1.2) 16.8 (0.4) 14.5 (1.0)
3) 111.3 (3.2) 85.5 (5.5)
0.3) 6.5 (0.1) 5.6 (0.4)
1.1) 37.9 (0.7) 34.0 (1.5)

305 310
431.1 411.2
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Table 8
The phase properties of CH4 calculated with ISI-i8 pair potentials with various basis sets. Values in parentheses are the uncertainties at the 95% confidence level. Experimental
data from NIST WebBook [22].

Experiment aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVQZ CBS

�H100
vap /kJ mol−1 8.52 7.30 (0.01) 8.61 (0.03) 9.37 (0.03) 9.62 (0.03)

�H180
vap /kJ mol−1 3.95 n/a 5.29 (0.04) 6.22 (0.04) 6.58 (0.04)

�100
l

/kg m−3 438.6 389.7 (0.5) 430.5 (1.0) 452.6 (0.5) 459.2 (0.5)
�180

l
/kg m−3 275.9 n/a 302.2 (1.3) 324.6 (2.4) 335.0 (1.6)

�100
g /kg m−3 0.7 1.5 (0.1) 0.5 (0.0) 0.4 (0.0) 0.3 (0.0)

�180
g /kg m−3 61.6 n/a 38.8 (0.9) 29.3 (1.3) 26.1 (1.1)

P100/bar 0.4 0.8 (0.0) 0.3 (0.0) 0.2 (0.0) 0.2 (0.0)
P180/bar 32.9 n/a 23.7 (0.3) 20.7 (0.6) 19.0 (0.6)

Table 9
The phase properties of CH4 calculated with pair and nonadditive potentials. Values in parentheses are the uncertainties at the 95% confidence level. Experimental data from
NIST WebBook [22].

Experiment TraPPE-EH Additive ISA-i Additive ISA-i8 Nonadditive ISI-i8

�H100
vap /kJ mol−1 8.52 8.73 (0.02) 6.87 (0.01) 9.62 (0.03) 8.55 (0.01)

�H180
vap /kJ mol−1 3.95 3.92 (0.06) n/a 6.58 (0.04) 5.02 (0.04)

�100
l

/kg m−3 438.6 443.4 (0.8) 413.0 (1.5) 459.2 (0.8) 426.6 (0.9)
�180

l
/kg m−3 275.9 267.1 (8.3) n/a 335.0 (1.6) 280.6 (3.3)

�100
g /kg m−3 0.7 0.6 (0.0) 2.8 (0.1) 0.3 (0.0) 0.5 (0.0)

�180
g /kg m−3 61.6 62.7 (4.3) n/a 26.1 (1.1) 37.4 (1.4)

1.4 (0.0) 0.2 (0.0) 0.3 (0.0)
n/a 19.0 (0.6) 24.0 (0.5)
163 214 199
161.3 159.2 146.2

p
a
t
T
a
p
o
t
c
l
h

e
t
u
w
i
C
N

F
a
(

P100/bar 0.4 0.3 (0.0)
P180/bar 32.9 35.2 (1.2)
Tc/K 191 190
�c/kg m−3 162.0 161

lus Lennard–Jones potential gives enthalpies of vaporisation that
re too low (Table 9). The inclusion of an r−8 repulsion term leads
o stronger CH4 binding, giving a system that is too strongly bound.
he addition of a density-dependent nonadditive term (11) adds
substantial repulsive interaction, which gives phase-coexistence
roperties closer to the experimental values (Fig. 3). The liquid line
n the phase-coexistence curve calculated with the ISA-i8 poten-
ial is in good agreement with the experimental data and the line
alculated with the TraPPE-EH potential [5]. However, our simu-
ations underestimate the density of the gas phase. This leads to a
igher critical pressure and lower critical density for CH4.

Mixtures of CO2 and CH4 are simulated with the NPT Gibbs
nsemble [21]. Simulations with the ISA-i8 and ISA-id8 poten-
ials give phase-coexistence curves that are the same to within the
ncertainties of the simulations. Here, we only present the results

ith the ISA-i8 potential. The ab initio pair potentials perform well

n reproducing the liquid part of the phase-coexistence curve of a
H4/CO2 mixture, but give too much CH4 in the gas phase (Fig. 4).
onadditive dispersion destabilises the CO2-rich liquid and forces

ig. 3. Liquid–vapor coexistence densities of CH4 from experiment [22] (solid line)
nd calculated using the TraPPE-EH (+) additive ISA-i8 (×) and nonadditive ISA-i8
∗) potentials.
Fig. 4. The phase-coexistence curve of CH4/CO2 at 230 K from experiment [2] (+)
and calculated using the TraPPE-EH (×), additive ISA-i8 (∗) and nonadditive ISA-i8
(�) potentials.

some of it into the gas phase, which decreases the mole fraction
of CH4 and places it in better agreement with the experimental
curve. The composition of the gas phase calculated with the nonad-
ditive ISA-i8 potential is close to that calculated with the empirical
TraPPE-EH potential [4,5]. At low pressures, the nonadditive term
does not change the composition of the liquid phase. At higher pres-
sures the amount of CH4 in the liquid phase is overestimated. It is
possible that the effective nonadditive term is the cause of this error
as the parameter k is fitted to other fitted parameters. Calculations
with an explicit treatment of the nonadditive energy need to be
performed to resolve this.

5. Conclusions
Fitted potentials containing atomic charges and dipoles from
the iterated stockholder atoms method perform well in fitting
the potential energy surfaces for dimers. The inclusion of atomic
dipoles is important for CO2, which has a high degree of atomic
anisotropy.
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The methods for fitting pair and three-body potentials that we
eveloped for CO2 perform just as well for the systems described
ere. The phase properties of CH4 and CH4/CO2 calculated with
ffective nonadditive potentials are close to the experimental val-
es. However, the agreement with experiment is not as good for
hese systems as it is for CO2.

The Axilrod–Teller coefficients fitted to single-component
rimers are transferable, and reproduce the nonadditive dispersion
nergies of mixed trimers well, which is will be a useful feature
hen developing potentials for other molecules.
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